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Update your disaster plan
As an agency owner, you know how important it is to adapt to changes
in the industry, technology and your clients. However, when was the last
time you updated your agency’s emergency response plan?

Full-scale mock
crisis drill

Think about it: When was the last time you and your emergency response
team took the time to review your agency response plan? The likely answer is,
“not recently enough.”

Planning a full-scale disaster drill
is a far more significant investment
of time and resources, so doing
more than one a year is impractical.
However, full-scale drills do offer
an opportunity to bring together
agents, clients and people from all
departments of your agency for an
event that represents as real a crisis
experience as possible.

Emergency planning is vital to an agency, and principals and owners should
treat their plans like living documents. An emergency response plan isn’t
something that goes into a drawer to be forgotten. Updates should be made
for technology upgrades; changes in clientele; or new staff. If possible, edit
the plan as changes are made. Being stuck with an outdated plan can make
disaster scenarios worse; don’t compromise your agency simply because you
didn’t take the time to make necessary updates.
Refreshing your plan will give you the tools you need to respond to a disaster
in the most effective way, but don’t assume your work is done once updates
are applied. Principals, managers and owners should test emergency response
plans at least once a year. Parts of your response to a crisis, like notifying the
teams involved, can be tested more often: while equally vital, they are less
resource-intensive. Without testing, there’s no guarantee everything you spent
the time to update will go smoothly during an actual disaster. Drills help you
and your employees understand crisis roles and responsibilities.
There are three types of drills worth conducting periodically to ensure your
emergency response plan is up-to-date. Each is important for different reasons,
and learning how to manage them will give you an edge in keeping your
employees and workplace safe and informed/knowledgeable.

Critical task drill
Simple to execute, a critical task drill breaks down the timeliest aspects of
an emergency response for testing. Critical task drills may test elements such
as team member notification; arrival and set-up of the emergency command
center; community emergency contacts; and the communication plan.
Test channels of communication and your list of contacts more frequently
than you would your overall plan. Whenever an employee or vendor is added
or removed from the plan, it should be tested. Plan to do several critical
task drills a year, testing a different task each time, to remain prepared for
potential crises.
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A full-scale drill can be more
complicated to schedule based on
the number of people involved,
but it is an important step in the
process and, to get the most out of
the time invested, should be facilitated by the crisis-management
vendor. In addition to the various
agents and employees across your
agency, consider involving local first
responders, members of the Red
Cross and area hospital staff. Helping
members of your community understand your crisis response plan while
meeting the people they’ll work with
in the event of an actual crisis will
facilitate cooperation, confidence
and a sense of control.
Planning a drill of this magnitude takes a large amount of effort.
Including your leadership team and
members of your emergency response
team allows for a more efficient,
informed organization. Take into
account the disaster scenarios most
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likely to affect your organization, selecting one for the drill and including all
relevant departments. For added drama, you may consider integrating local
high school theatre students or community actors to play victims, lending
your drill a greater sense of realism.

Tabletop drill
A tabletop exercise is an equally effective, more resource-efficient way of
drilling for a crisis. Such drills help team members review their checklists and
pinpoint areas of the plan that feel rusty or outdated without having to simulate a full disaster.
Tabletop drills often are coordinated by a facilitator, either from within your
agency or hired from an external crisis-management firm, who takes members
of the emergency response team through an imagined disaster situation stepby-step around a conference table, allowing for low-stress problem solving.
Facilitators, especially trained representatives from outside companies, can
lead your team through a number of potential situations involving active
shooters, natural disasters or civil unrest. Walking through these scenarios
with your disaster plan as a guide will prepare staff for real-life crises while
building collaboration skills within your agency.
Tabletop drills usually last three-to-four hours and should be followed by a
“hot wash,” or a summary session that helps identify any gaps in your planning. Use statements like “We should keep doing …”; “We should stop doing
…”; and “We should start doing …” as a guide during the hot-wash process.
How you complete each statement determines the necessary adjustments you
may make to your plan and future drills. Using tabletop drills in conjunction
with critical task and full-scale mock crisis drills each year will keep your
emergency response plan current and team members prepared to respond
should a disaster take place.

Don’t forget:
Your association is also your own private ad agency!

Turn to PIA Creative Services to get your message out … for a fraction of what
you’d pay an outside firm. Here’s just some of what we can do for you:

BRANDING, LOGO DEVELOPMENT
CUSTOM DESIGN
CONSUMER PIECES
AND

MAILING
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Potterton has oversight for all customer
facing functions of FEI Behavioral
Health. He oversees account management and is responsible for oversight and strategic direction of Crisis
Management Services. FEI has a
35-year history in enhancing workforce resiliency by offering a full spectrum of solutions, from EAP and
organizational development to workplace violence prevention and crisis
management.

Does your agency
have a disaster
recovery plan?
Do you need help developing
your agency’s disaster recovery
plan? Think PIA first. PIA
members have access to PIA’s
Agency Preparedness and
Recovery Plan, which can be
accessed on the website (pia.org)
under the “Tools and Resources”
tab.
This resource offers a step-by-step
approach to help you develop
your agency’s disaster plan.
Does your agency already have
a disaster plan? Access PIA’s
guide to make sure you haven’t
forgotten anything.
If you have any questions,
contact PIA’s Industry Resource
Center at (800) 424-4244 or
resourcecenter@pia.org.
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Keeping your plan current and
being prepared to execute on it is the
best way to remain prepared—and
possibly save lives—if and when a
crisis arises.
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